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Abstract
This article analyzes the relative effectiveness and limitations of 
companies’ voluntarily produced transparency reports in promoting 
change in firm and government behavior. Such reports are published 
by telecommunications companies and disclose how often and on 
what grounds government agencies compel customer data from these 
companies. These reports expose corporate behaviors while lifting the 
veil of governmental secrecy surrounding these kinds of compulsions. 
Fung, Graham, and Weil’s “targeted transparency” model is used to 
evaluate the extent to which these reports affect behavior. From the 
analysis, it is evident that telecommunications companies’ transparency 
reports are only partially effective; while firms may modify their reports 
to present more information, these reports do not necessarily induce 
government to more broadly reveal its own activities. The article 
ultimately suggests that voluntarily produced transparency reports 
may become more comparable with one another as a result of either 
corporate reports evolving in consultation with external stakeholders or 
following a crisis that prompts government or industry to adopt a given 
standard. Such standards may positively influence the effectiveness of 
reports while concealing as much about firm behaviors as they purport 
to reveal.
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Governments have long requested information from intermediaries, such as 
telegraph and phone companies (Chan & Camp, 2002; Landau, 2010). But 
only recently have some intermediaries begun collating and publishing the 
number of such requests they receive each year and the extents to which they 
provide responsive information to the requests (Losey, 2015; Micek, 2016; 
Parsons, 2015a). Intermediaries call such publications “transparency reports.” 
They are produced, in part, because governments do not publicly disclose all 
the kinds of lawful surveillance that they engage in or the regularity at which 
such activity is undertaken (Landau, 2010; Molnar, Parsons, & Zoave, 2017; 
Parsons & Israel, 2016; Soghoian, 2012).

Transparency reporting projects of this type are centrally focused around 
collating and disclosing information (Eigffinger & Geraats, 2006) to estab-
lish the “availability of firm-specific information to those outside the firm” 
(Bushman, Piotroski, & Smith, 2004, p. 207). This mode of reporting can 
operate as either “a form of verifiability” or as a kind of performance that is 
associated with some corporate social responsibility (CSR) efforts (Albu & 
Flyverbom, 2016) that are ostensibly meant to provide “information on mat-
ters of public concern” (Cotterrell, 1999, p. 414). Although such information 
may lift the veil of corporate secrecy by exposing otherwise hidden compli-
ance with government requests (Davis, 1998), doing so simultaneously lifts 
the veil of government secrecy.

The action of exposing activities that governments have chosen to keep 
hidden from public view, and publishing information in excess of that pro-
vided by government, leads telecommunications companies’ transparency 
reports to adopt a political character by filling an information disclosure gap 
left by government (Scherer & Palazzo, 2011). The exposure of government 
agencies’ access to intermediary information assumes a heightened political 
importance given the volume of information mobilized as well as the number 
of services offered by telecommunications intermediaries and which pervade 
daily private and public life (Deibert, 2013; DeNardis, 2014; Hildebrant, 
2015; MacKinnon, 2012). The political potential for these reports are further 
amplified when considered against the backdrop of revelations concerning 
state-driven mass and bulk monitoring of telecommunications traffic 
(Clement & Obar, 2015a), as well as the expansion of government powers to 
compel information from information intermediaries (Parsons, 2015a) and 
absence of countervailing accountability of how such powers are used. 
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Government agencies are now recognized as adopting novel interpretations 
of law (Freeze, 2016; Molnar et al., 2017) or exploiting ambiguities in law 
itself (Israel, 2015; Molnar & Parsons, 2015) to justify the aforementioned 
contemporary modes of intruding into private life. Telecommunications com-
panies’ publication of transparency reports can potentially provide at least 
some detail about the extent to which citizens’ private lives are intruded upon 
by their governments, but such reports must be critically interrogated on the 
basis that transparency projects can produce “new dimensions of opacity and 
obscurity” (Hansen, Christensen, & Flyverbom, 2015). This article examines 
the rise of telecommunications transparency reports to assess the extent to 
which disclosing information about lawful government surveillance can 
prompt changes in firm or governmental behavior, as well as to consider what 
such reports may reveal and leave hidden.

The “Transparency and Accountability” section examines the intersection 
of transparency reporting, CSR, and accountability. Recognizing transpar-
ency as a contested concept, it ultimately draws upon Fung, Graham, and 
Weil’s (2007) model of “targeted transparency” to subsequently evaluate the 
extent to which telecommunications companies’ transparency reports are 
effective in encouraging behavioral changes in firms and government. The 
“Canadian Telecommunications Transparency Reports” section presents 
Canadian companies’ reports for a case study analysis based on the underly-
ing political stability that preceded their release. It subsequently describes the 
content of those companies’ reports. The “Effectiveness Targeted 
Telecommunications Transparency Reports” section evaluates the extent to 
which these reports constitute “targeted transparency reports” and their effec-
tiveness in prompting behavioral changes. The “Standardization and 
Maturation of Transparency Projects” section tentatively discusses how, and 
on what basis, these currently voluntary reports might be standardized by 
firms over time and how such standardization may selectively reveal and hide 
aspects of corporate involvement with government requests. The “Conclusion” 
section summarizes the article’s arguments and poses lines of future research.

Transparency and Accountability

Where firms act transparently, they collate and present, data (Eigffinger & 
Geraats, 2006) to establish the “availability of firm-specific information to 
those outside the firm” (Bushman et al., 2004, p. 207) to potentially provide 
“information on matters of public concern” (Cotterrell, 1999, p. 414). 
Information that is provided, however, does not necessarily clarify a firm’s 
behavior. Hansen et al. (2015) recognize that transparency is conceptually 
paradoxical insofar as it “produces new dimensions of opacity and 
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obscurity.” As a result, scholars are advised to pay “careful attention to the 
human and material operations that go into the production of transparency” 
(Hansen et al., 2015). In a separate analysis, Albu and Flyverbom (2016) 
develop a framework to differentiate verifiability and performativity 
approaches to transparency. Verifiable approaches focus “on how informa-
tion is disclosed to verify a particular state of affairs,” whereas performativity 
approaches “are less certain that more information generates better conduct” 
(Albu & Flyverbom, 2016, p. 13). The limitations of transparency are also 
taken up by Johnson and Regan (2014), who argue that transparency can 
function as a house of mirrors that distorts, extends, and distends information 
based on what is revealed, by whom, when, and for what purpose. Thus, 
although the practice of being transparent “is generally understood to refer to 
practices in which organizations (and sometimes individuals) reveal informa-
tion about their behaviour,” the fact that such revelations are sometimes 
linked to an organization controlling its public image means that scholars 
should take into account the fact that “the organizations or individuals have 
some control over the information that they disclose” (Wayland, Armengol, 
& Johnson, 2012, p. 243).

Given the distorted potentials for released information, such releases 
may not correct information asymmetries, promote intended policy 
changes, or lead to alterations of behavior. Emergent from their assess-
ment of the literature, Albu and Flyverbom (2016) argue that studies of 
transparency focusing exclusively on providing information “gives pri-
mary attention to whether transparency efforts contain accurate and suffi-
cient information to serve the purpose of providing clarity, predictability, 
and understandability” (p. 16). In contrast, transparency studies attentive 
to performativity are mindful of the human subject’s ability to decode 
communicated information and the communicative processes that are 
involved in making information intelligible to a real—as opposed to imag-
inary or idealized—public.

The communication of information from firms to their stakeholders is 
oftentimes intermediated by third-party experts or the media (Licht, 2014; 
Sauder & Lancaster, 2006). Some of the stakeholders targeted by com-
munications can include those interested in environmental, social, and 
financial issues (Belal, 2002; Chiu, 2010; Gray, 2007; Owen & O’Dwyer, 
2008; van der Laan Smith, Adhikari, & Tondkar, 2005; Villiers, 2006). 
However, the attention of the intended stakeholders of any transparency 
project can be episodic, meaning that these stakeholders may not always 
be effective at intermediating information between a firm and the broader 
public. Such potential for inattention to disclosures by stakeholders can 
occur because
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the crowdsourcing enabled by transparency is not evenhanded, unbiased, 
consistent, or itself accountable. The “crowd” that watches consists of those 
who are intensely interested in whatever is being watched and often shares a 
certain perspective. The crowd also tends to be episodic in its coverage. (Regan 
& Johnson, 2014, p. 166)

The episodic attention of the crowd of stakeholders can explain why firms 
may be incentivized to routinely publish CSR documents as part of their 
efforts to generate monetary and nonmonetary benefits from such activities 
(Schaltegger & Wagner, 2006; Tetrault Sirsly & Lvina, 2016). This routine 
means that when the crowd examines an organization’s activities it will be 
presented with information to grapple with and assimilate, as opposed to 
lacking information and arriving at imagined reasons for an organization’s 
lack of transparency into its activities. Such episodic attention may also give 
further reason for firms to monitor who is reading and intermediating firm-
released data so as to ensure that the firm’s intended interpretations are being 
received and communicated (Barnett & Leih, 2016): Firms want to ensure 
that the material and symbolic resources invested in rendering their activities 
transparent is generating the anticipated benefits. Firms also engage in such 
monitoring for strategic purposes, such as evaluating whether released infor-
mation is either enhancing attention to low-visibility firms or maintaining or 
accentuating the status of high-visibility CSR firms (Tetrault Sirsly & Lvina, 
2016). Firms engaged in novel types of reporting may be particularly sensi-
tive to how their publications are received, such as when they stretch the 
concept of CSR to encapsulate political activities. Such political activities 
can entail companies compensating for “the gaps in national governance by 
voluntarily contributing to self-regulation and by producing public goods that 
are not delivered by governments” (Scherer & Palazzo, 2011, p. 903). In fill-
ing these gaps, companies can impose a degree of accountability upon gov-
ernment, insofar as by providing information “the public” can pose questions 
and pass judgment by way of elections or political actions, thus imposing 
consequences on legislative representatives or government agencies as a 
result of these agencies’ own actions (Bovens, 2007).

One of the newest forms of transparency reporting involves telecommuni-
cations companies compensating for gaps in the national governance of gov-
ernmental surveillance activities. Though there are a range of mechanisms to 
evaluate CSR reports that are issued by companies (Chen & Bouvain, 2009; 
Lopatta, Buchholz, & Kaspereit, 2016; Pava & Krausz, 1997; Pérez & del 
Bosque, 2013), these telecommunications transparency reports serve to fill a 
gap left by government and thus require a novel way of evaluating their con-
tents. Telecommunications companies’ reports parallel other forms of CSR 
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reporting, insofar as they disclose firm behavior, while also having the effect 
of exposing lawful activities that were undertaken in relative secrecy at the 
behest or compulsion of state agents. This act of exposure could potentially 
overcome knowledge asymmetries among key stakeholders attentive to tele-
communications surveillance activities and, in the resulting reactions and 
usage of the information, prompt changes in firm or government behavior. 
This dual potential outcome causes telecommunications transparency reports 
to extend beyond reporting focused on either compliance with mandatory 
government rules or self-reporting on behaviors fully or largely controlled by 
the firm (Chiu, 2010). Ultimately, these types of reports are intended to foster 
transparency around corporate activities and behaviors as well as hold gov-
ernment to some account for its agencies’ use of their lawful powers.

Fung and colleagues’ (2007) targeted transparency model lends itself to 
examining these types of telecommunications transparency reporting. 
Targeted transparency reports aim “to influence specific choices” by provid-
ing “information that is complex and factual” and encouraging “users to 
make reasoned judgements of their own” (Fung et al., 2007, p. 39). Targeted 
transparency policies are meant to reduce “specific risks or improve particu-
lar aspects of public services” and require “that government agencies, com-
panies, and other private-sector organizations collect, standardize, and release 
factual information to inform public choices” (Fung et al., 2007, p. 28). In 
filling a governmental policy gap, telecommunications companies’ reports 
are ostensibly designed to present information to influence specific choices 
by consumers and citizens.

Mature targeted transparency policies are often borne from crises, such as 
those pertaining to environmental or financial issues, and typically possess 
five design features. First, the policy or report should be designed to accom-
plish a specific policy purpose. These purposes can vary widely and extend 
beyond simply correcting an information asymmetry. Such corrections can be 
made so as to significantly reduce the risks to the public, when a lack of infor-
mation can impair the quality of critical services provided to stakeholders, 
when the asymmetry perpetuates “unacceptable patterns of discrimination or 
other social inequities,” or when the asymmetry allows “corruption to persist 
in important institutions that serve the public” (Fung et al., 2007, pp. 40-41).

Second, the policy or report should have specified disclosure targets: 
Organizations should only be compelled to disclose information when they 
are clearly associated with the policy problem the transparency initiative is 
intended to alleviate. If a policy is meant to address the release of heavy met-
als into a river, as an example, it would best be targeted toward the classes of 
firms that might be engaged in such activities. However, targeted transpar-
ency policies do not typically define the intended information users (Fung 
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et al., 2007, p. 42). This leaves open who, specifically, will actually take up 
or intermediate the disclosed information.

Third, the disclosure must possess a defined scope of information. In some 
cases, this will involve releasing information that an organization normally 
retains for its own purposes, such as when firms are compelled to disclose 
how much steel they purchase from different countries for use in manufac-
tured products. In other cases, firms will have to establish new systems of 
monitoring, measuring, review, and reporting. Where disclosing parties are 
resistant to implementing targeted transparency policies, they may try to limit 
the scope of what is disclosed as a kind of “second line of defense once the 
political will to require the disclosure has become clear” (Fung et al., 2007, 
p. 43).

Fourth, a transparency policy or report must include a defined information 
structure and vehicle. Such a framework “always specifies metrics, frequency 
of disclosure, and a communication vehicle” (Fung et al., 2007, p. 43) so that 
disclosed information is comparable across organizations that are compelled 
to release information. If metrics are not carefully established, then shifts in 
how something is measured can indicate changes in state even though there 
is no actual difference in what is being measured. This information needs to 
be provided to the stakeholders with sufficient regularity so as to reflect 
potential changes in the policy condition (e.g., release of quarterly financial 
statements to indicate changes in corporate health) and in a way that is under-
standable to stakeholders. If a policy is meant to help all customers eat better, 
as an example, the communications medium has to be sufficiently accessible 
that it does not require specialized educational criteria to use or act on the 
disclosed information.

Fifth, there should be some sort of an enforcement mechanism. It is essen-
tial to monitor “nonreporting or misreporting” firms and levy “penalties for 
those who violate disclosure requirements” so that disclosing firms assess the 
costs of noncompliance as higher than those with compliance (Fung et al., 
2007, p. 45). Such penalties can include financial costs or, alternately, social 
costs that negatively affect either the reputation of the firm or any directors 
who are ultimately responsible for developing and issuing such reports (J. A. 
Brown, Buchholtz, Butts, & Ward, 2016).

Even if transparency reports possess each the aforementioned charac-
teristics of targeted transparency reports, they are not necessarily effec-
tive. An effective report is characterized as “significantly advancing 
policy aims” linked with the transparency project (Fung et al., 2007, p. 
54). The information in such reports must be sufficiently valuable that 
stakeholders are willing to invest their time and energy in integrating the 
information into their decision-making process and be compatible with 
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how people process such information (Fung et al., 2007, pp. 55-59). As a 
result, reports that are intended to replace a government function or shed 
light on a function ought to adopt a presentation style that prompts inte-
gration or evaluation of firm-released data. The information must also be 
comprehensible; it must be presented in a way that lets stakeholders relate 
to it in the challenges that they face (Fung et al., 2007, p. 59). However, a 
targeted transparency report is not necessarily effective when the presen-
tation of information is designed to advance a policy aim, is integrated 
into stakeholders’ decision-making process, is comprehensible, and 
causes a change in behavior among stakeholders. Information disclosers 
must, themselves, also change their decisions and actions following the 
behaviors exhibited by stakeholders. As noted by Fung and colleagues 
(2007), “[w]hen disclosers incorporate user responses to information in 
their decision calculus, we say that new information has become embed-
ded in disclosure decision-making processes. Highly effective transpar-
ency policies, then, are doubly embedded” (p. 65).

Targeted transparency projects can be measured as being either highly 
effective, moderately effective, or ineffective (Fung et al., 2007, pp. 
74-77). Highly effective policies significantly change the behavior of 
users of information as well as disclosers of information in the course of 
advancing the intended public policy. Moderately effective policies 
change the “behaviour or a substantial portion of users and disclosers in 
the intended direction” while leaving “gaps in behaviour change” and 
simultaneously producing “unintended consequences” (Fung et al., 2007, 
p. 77). Ineffective policies do not appreciably change the behaviors of 
users or disclosures, or behavior changes are different from those 
intended.

In summary, telecommunications transparency reports functionally 
expand the range of issues typically captured by corporate responsibility 
because they involve companies at least partially assuming the state’s 
responsibility to annually publish information concerning lawful govern-
ment surveillance activities. By applying the model of targeted transpar-
ency reporting, it is possible to ascertain whether companies have 
developed reports that are structured to reduce specific risks or improve 
particular aspects of public services and evaluate whether the reports 
which are being issued are highly, moderately, or not effective in their 
goals of advancing policy debates concerning governmental access to cor-
porate data. Effectiveness can be measured by analyzing whether the 
information presented could facilitate public policy aims and, second, 
whether those aims have manifested vis-à-vis shifts in either firm or gov-
ernment behaviors.
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Canadian Telecommunications Transparency 
Reports

Private telecommunications intermediaries such as Google, AT&T, and Bell 
Canada enjoy privileged roles in the daily lives of citizens. Citizens “have 
come to depend on them to safeguard our information and private communica-
tions and to prevent that information from falling into the hands of third par-
ties” (Kerr & Gilbert, 2004, p. 164). This situation gives the companies “power 
and discretion: power to control our online behaviour and discretion to alter our 
outcomes” (Kerr & Gilbert, 2004, pp. 164-165). While scholars continue to 
debate the influence and power associated with intermediaries to stymie or pro-
mote certain kinds of speech and association (Dann & Haddow, 2008; Rosen, 
2011; Ruan, Knockel, Ng, & Crete-Nishihata, 2016; Sartor & Cunha, 2010; 
Senft, Ng, Knockel, & Crete-Nishihata, 2015), the influence of intermediaries 
on establishing default mechanisms by which people communicate (Knockel, 
Senft, & Deibert, 2016; Schneider, 2016; Soghoian, 2010), or the privacy 
implications of corporate activities (Ahmed, 2017; Ahmed & Fung, 2017; 
Bennett, Parsons, & Molnar, 2014; Deibert, 2013), there has been less attention 
given to companies’ publications of government agency requests for access to 
data processed, transited, or stored by private intermediaries. Such publications 
could potentially clarify how governments exercise their lawful powers to 
intrude into citizens’ private lives and fill the gap of governments declining to 
annually report such information, or even prompt governments to issue their 
own annual reports to clarify their actual activities.

Google was the first company to release a transparency report in 2010 
(Schroeder, 2010). Other American companies were initially slow to follow 
Google in issuing similar types of reports and only began issuing them en 
masse following some of Edward Snowden’s national security revelations 
(Greenwald, 2014). Post-Snowden, the reports were intended to encourage 
governments to strike a balance between privacy, security, and democratic 
principles. Facebook, in the blog post that accompanied its first transparency 
report in 2013, wrote,

Government transparency and public safety are not mutually exclusive ideals. 
Each can exist simultaneously in free and open societies, and they help make 
us stronger. We strongly encourage all governments to provide greater 
transparency about their efforts aimed at keeping the public safe, and we will 
continue to be aggressive advocates for greater disclosure. (Stretch, 2013)

Similarly, Microsoft’s post that was published alongside its first transparency 
report noted there had “been a broadening public interest in how often law 
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enforcement agencies request consumer data from technology companies and 
how our industry responds to these requests” (Smith, 2013). Yahoo! wrote 
that “[d]emocracy demands accountability, and accountability requires trans-
parency. We hope our report encourages governments around the world to 
more openly share information about the requests they make for users’ infor-
mation” (Bell, 2013). Many of the reports, such as those from Microsoft, 
Yahoo!, and Google, included detailed explanations of how the companies 
responded to lawful requests for data from government agencies. Moreover, 
a group of leading technology companies released an open letter to the U.S. 
government calling for reforms to national security laws (AOL et al., 2013) 
that were seen as threatening their business opportunities within and beyond 
the borders of the United States (Wyatt & Miller, 2013). In aggregate, the 
transparency reports issued by American companies were at least partially 
motivated to reassure national and international subscribers that the compa-
nies had rigorous processes for evaluating government requests for data, shed 
light on the regularity and breadth of such requests, and encourage reforms in 
government surveillance activities.

In contrast to American companies, a multiyear effort by Canadian jour-
nalists, academics, and independent officers of Parliament to learn how many 
wiretaps (i.e., live interceptions of communications between persons), pen 
register/trap trace orders (i.e., live interceptions of numbers dialed to, and 
from, selected telephone numbers), and disclosures of subscriber data that 
were occurring annually (Braga, 2014; Gowlings, 2011; Office of the Privacy 
Commissioner of Canada, 2014) preceded Canadian companies’ decision to 
release transparency reports. Canadian governments are only required to pub-
licly report on their use of wiretaps (Koutros & Demers, 2013), and not on 
their use of other kinds of lawful surveillance techniques such as impersonat-
ing cellular towers, compelling intermediaries to produce retained data, com-
pelling or requesting intermediaries to disclose subscriber- and billing-related 
information, or using malware to intrude into suspects’ computers (Deibert, 
2013; Molnar et al., 2017; Parsons, 2015a; Parsons & Israel, 2016).

The Citizen Lab, a research laboratory at the Munk School of Global Affairs 
at the University of Toronto, and workplace of the author, sought to persuade 
companies to release these reports over the course of 2014. Companies were 
sent public letters requesting detailed information about their data handling, 
management, and disclosure policies (Parsons, 2014b), responses were pub-
licly analyzed (Parsons, 2014a) and reported on by the media (J. Brown, 2014; 
“CBC News,” 2014), and a tool was developed to help individual subscribers 
pose data retention and disclosure to government agencies questions to their 
own telecommunications providers (Hilts & Parsons, 2015). These efforts were 
continuations of long-standing efforts to understand Canadian intermediaries’ 
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data disclosures (Parsons, 2015b). The reports that companies subsequently 
produced were not in response to a crisis such as evidence that they had dis-
closed bulk data to national security or policing agencies or shared data unlaw-
fully with government agencies. The reports were, instead, issued to the surprise 
of government employees, academics, and journalists alike. In effect, whereas 
American companies were generally reacting to a sudden focusing event 
(Birkland, 2007)—the Snowden disclosures—the Canadian situation lacked a 
sudden revelation of facts that forced firms to collectively react to changes in 
the media, public, and policy agendas (Birkland, 2007; Critcher, 2002; 
McCombs, 2004).

The different political and policy situations experienced by American and 
Canadian companies were important. Most American intermediaries faced a 
direct, and very public, series of facts that threatened their ability to retain 
and gain subscribers both within and outside of the United States. The high 
degrees of variability between and across firms’ reports can be linked to the 
emergency nature of their respective reports’ development and release: Firms 
did not have time to carefully develop policy documents, work across indus-
try lines to develop consensus on the most important details to publicize, or 
work with external stakeholders to ensure that the released data would be 
useful in understanding corporate and governmental activities. They were 
also released contra to government interests, and thus were not required to 
conform to government-sanctioned reporting standards. In contrast, Canadian 
companies had the opportunity to more carefully, and deliberately, create and 
publish their own transparency reports. They could communicate across 
firms as well as with external stakeholders to develop agreed-upon ways of 
collating and publishing data. This variation in situations opened the possibil-
ity for Canadian reports to be differentiated from those of American interme-
diaries, which are often noncomparable and provide variable utility in 
understanding firm behavior to government requests for customers’ data 
(Losey, 2015). All major Canadian telecommunications companies also pre-
dominantly operate within the geographic boundaries of Canada; the domi-
nant companies function as an oligopoly that is highly resistant to international 
competitors entering Canada and these companies do not have subsidiaries or 
offer services in other countries. This geographic isolation means that evalu-
ating whether the Canadian government’s behaviors change following the 
release of corporate transparency reports involves only examining a single 
government, whereas analyzing the effects of multinationals’ reports could 
involve comprehensive examinations of government reactions around the 
world. Analyzing Canadian companies’ reports is, then, a more contained 
exercise than analyses of many American companies that operate internation-
ally and which have released transparency reports.
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To analyze Canadian companies’ transparency reports, they were compre-
hensively collected on June 1, 2015. Companies that had released such 
reports included Rogers, TELUS, SaskTel, Wind Mobile, and MTS Allstream. 
TekSavvy, rather than release a formal report, responded to questions posed 
to it by the Citizen Lab in 2014. Each of the companies committed to releas-
ing annual reports. Only TekSavvy failed to release its 2015 report. Whereas 
several of Canada’s largest telecommunications providers, such as Rogers 
and TELUS, had published transparency reports, many other companies had 
not. Companies that had not produced a report included but was not limited 
to Bell Sympatico (national telecommunications provider), Shaw 
Communications (regional telecommunications provider), Videotron 
(regional telecommunications carrier), and Bell Aliant (regional telecommu-
nications carrier).

In 2014, Rogers received 20,438 requests for customer names and 
addresses, 71,501 requests for data under court order or warrant, 2,315 
requests based on government exercising statutory powers, 10,016 requests 
based on exigent or emergency circumstances, 384 requests meant to respond 
to child exploitation emergencies, and one request pursuant to Mutual Legal 
Assistance Treaties (MLATs). The report noted that the company refused or 
provided no customer information in 2,278 cases (Rogers Communications, 
2015). TELUS published that it had responded to 3,550 court orders and 453 
subpoenas, 30,946 requests for subscriber names or address information, 
1,247 requests based on government exercising existing statutory powers, 
61,598 emergency calls (such as when authorities request information to 
locate or assist persons where their life, health, or security is at risk), and 144 
requests pursuant to child exploitation emergency requests, and two requests 
pursuant to MLATs (TELUS, 2015). TELUS, like Rogers, did not record the 
number of subscribers or accounts affected by requests from government 
agencies.

SaskTel is a regional telecommunications provider. It received fewer 
requests for information than Rogers or TELUS, with most to “confirm a 
customer’s current name and address.” SaskTel’s transparency report showed 
there were 889 requests for customer name and lookup information, 69 court 
orders that led the company to disclosing information related to 5,447 per-
sons, 949 freedom of information and protection of privacy requests, 185 
federal or provincial government formal demands, 4,616 emergency requests, 
and 31 requests related to child sexual exploitation. The company refused 61 
requests over the year and did not identify the categories to which the denials 
were linked (SaskTel, 2015). Another smaller company, WIND Mobile 
(2015), published that it received 14,296 lawful access requests in its 2014 
transparency report. 3,485 of those requests were for customer name and 
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address information, 7,822 were associated with emergency response 
requests, and 2,989 were linked to court-ordered or legislative demands.

TekSavvy, differing from the other carriers, provided comprehensive 
responses to a public letter. In 2012 and 2013, combined, it received 52 
requests from law enforcement agencies trying to correlate Internet Protocol 
(IP) addresses with subscriber names and related subscriber information. The 
company listed the data fields that were returned to requesting agencies, that 
the information was requested retroactively, and that only one of the 52 
requests was made subject to a court order. Moreover, the company provided 
information in 17 cases and denied the remaining 35. And unlike any other 
company, TekSavvy differentiated between how many requests were made 
by federal (37%), provincial (10%), and municipal (54%) agencies. TekSavvy 
also outlined the kinds of data it retained in the course of providing telecom-
munications services to its subscribers, the retention periods for data that 
were collected, and that the company’s “general legal standard is to require 
that government agencies provide a warrant, provide a production order, or 
demonstrate that obtaining one is justified but unfeasible due to exigent cir-
cumstances” (TekSavvy, 2014).

The mere release of Canadian companies’ reports, even if they are meant to 
shed light on government activities as well as corporate responses, do not auto-
matically meet the criteria of constituting targeted transparency efforts nor of 
being effective. We now turn to assess the extent to which these are actually tar-
geted toward filling a gap left by government in reporting its surveillance activi-
ties and the extent to which they are effective in prompting behavioral changes.

Effectiveness Targeted Telecommunications 
Transparency Reports

Fully maturated targeted transparency reports must be designed for a specific 
policy purpose and those issued by telecommunications companies are 
designed to disclose how often, and on what grounds, companies are com-
pelled to share information with government agencies. The failure of govern-
ments to release such information constitutes a social inequity on the grounds 
that it hinders parliament and the citizenry more broadly from holding the 
government to account for intrusions into private life (Korff, Wagner, Powles, 
Avila, & Buermeyer, 2017). The information asymmetry also prevents stake-
holders from evaluating whether government agencies are unduly using their 
powers, or ensuring that uses of collected information are adequately 
explained in the courts (Israel & Parsons, 2016). That Canadian companies’ 
reports are designed to respond to this public policy issue fulfills the first 
condition of a targeted transparency report.
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The Canadian telecommunications industry’s transparency reports fol-
lowed from external stakeholders calling for details concerning the regularity 
and rationale of government access to telecommunications data. Only the 
kinds of firms that were likely receptors of governments’ orders for such data 
have released transparency reports, as opposed to noninformation services 
companies that might also receive requests by government for customer 
information. Though the reports followed from external pressures, they were 
not explicitly written for any given audience; companies blandly stated that 
the reports followed from the interest some customers expressed in privacy-
related issues (Rogers Communications, 2015; TekSavvy, 2014). Combined, 
that only certain classes of organizations are publishing data without explic-
itly identifying the stakeholders the reports are for, meets the second condi-
tion of a targeted transparency report.

Companies’ reports were exclusively focused on the regularity at which the 
companies disclose information to government agencies. Given that external 
stakeholders had called for companies to make public information concerning 
companies’ disclosure of information to government agencies, and that all the 
information disclosed pertains to such activities, the scope of information pro-
vided does broadly correspond to stakeholder calls, thus satisfying the third 
criteria of targeted transparency reporting. However, the failure to publicly 
release information concerning the policies that firms use to evaluate requests 
issued by government may reveal firms’ resistance or hesitation to disclosing 
all aspects of the process of compelling information about their subscribers.

Although the scope for telecommunications transparency reports is rela-
tively defined, the structuration of the disclosed information runs counter to 
that adopted in mature and effective targeted transparency models. Canadian 
companies, as noted previously, have adopted competing reporting formats 
despite having had the option to develop and release cross-comparable 
reports in the absence of a political crisis. Furthermore, the actual data that 
they published often fails to explain why information was disclosed or the 
extent to which companies’ subscriber bases are affected. All companies that 
released a formal report in Canada continue to release them on an annual 
basis, with the exception of TekSavvy, though that company has only ever 
responded to external questions as opposed to issuing a formal report. As a 
result, while the formal reports are being regularly issued by firms that are 
taking part in the practice of reporting, the information that is presented limits 
how intermediating parties can evaluate or explain government requests for 
customer-related data. This limitation follows from external parties being 
unable to ascertain the regularity at which specific powers or orders are used 
to compel information from telecommunications companies or the breadth of 
such orders.
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Whereas government agencies or independent bodies are typically 
expected to exercise enforcement powers to ensure firms comply with the 
terms of issuing targeted transparency reports, it has been intermediaries, 
such as nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), academics, and the press 
that have noted whether, and when, companies’ reports are due (Chung, 2015, 
2016; Clement & Obar, 2014, 2015b). These same parties are responsible for 
analyzing the contents of reports and the significance of what was or was not 
disclosed. Although TekSavvy has not experienced a public penalization for 
its failing to issue annual reports—no media organization has commented on 
the company’s failure to produce formal reports—some of this may be linked 
to its marginal market share relative to incumbent Canadian telecommunica-
tions companies along with the company’s litigation in defense of its sub-
scribers’ privacy (Sehra, 2016) and defense of customer privacy interests in 
government consultations (TekSavvy, 2016). In the absence of an effort to 
penalize the company, however, it remains uncertain whether such disciplin-
ary actions would affect a firm’s willingness to produce annual reports after 
having previously committed to doing so. Where journalists have noted that 
companies are not releasing reports, such as Bell Canada, the only effect has 
been Bell’s unwillingness to even comment on the company’s decision. Thus, 
while the utility of the enforcement mechanisms is unclear when it comes to 
firms that are releasing reports, media reports have not encouraged additional 
firms to release reports when they have been directly asked about releasing 
them.

The aggregate effectiveness of reports is gauged by Fung and colleagues 
(2007) based on whether the reports in question advance a policy position, 
present information in a way that is comprehensible and useful to stakehold-
ers, and prompt changes in disclosers’ habits following their issuance. In 
addition to, and beyond, these characteristics, the effectiveness of the reports 
can be gauged on whether they effect change in government: Do these reports 
lead to modifications in government behavior by leading to greater revelation 
of government agencies’ access to data held by telecommunications 
companies?

Reports have proven useful to some scholarly analyses of telecommunica-
tions surveillance practices in Canada, and fueled greater understanding of 
the scope of government access to telecommunications data (Clement & 
Obar, 2014, 2015b; Parsons, 2015a). As evidenced from the listing of catego-
ries denoted in companies’ transparency reports, the Canadian industry has 
not settled on a common standard for categorizing different kinds of requests 
that its members receive from government agencies. Further complicating 
matters, by not differentiating between the specific laws that are called upon 
to make these requests, a reader cannot determine which agencies are 
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interested in the data, which laws are used to authorize the requests, or what 
kinds of data agencies might be requesting. Moreover, only a minority of 
companies attempt to clarify how many subscribers are affected by given 
requests. The result is that readers often cannot determine if each order tends 
to affect one, two, 10, or 10,000 persons; in Canada, a single order can affect 
tens of thousands of subscribers (e.g., R. v. Rogers Communications & Telus 
Communications Company, 2016 ONSC 70, 2016). Furthermore, few compa-
nies explain whether they refused certain requests and, if so, which requests 
they denied. Nor is it always clear why a given set of requests were declined: 
In the case of Rogers, as an example, the company refuses requests when its 
legal team finds that there is no responsive data to the request or because the 
company believes the request is overbroad and needs to be reframed. The 
reports do reveal some facets of corporate behavior—the numbers of requests 
and disclosures—while concealing the specific powers used to compel infor-
mation, numbers of persons specifically affected, or particular corporate poli-
cies in responding to government requests. As a result, the reports actually 
have the effect of keeping secret important aspects of government requests 
for telecommunications data and consequently only provide a modicum of 
transparency of corporate activity.

Despite the aforementioned limitations, telecommunications companies’ 
transparency reports are routinely taken up by the press—which regards the 
information as sufficiently useful to report on each year—as well as by schol-
ars who annually evaluate the privacy practices of telecommunications com-
panies (Clement & Obar, 2014, 2015b). Companies, themselves, have also 
gradually evolved their own reports by adding new categories (e.g., Rogers 
Communications, 2015) that are influenced to some extent by meeting with 
stakeholders to determine what information should be introduced into future 
reports. The reports have also prompted the government of Canada to release 
a noncompulsory telecommunications transparency reporting format for pri-
vate businesses (Industry Canada, 2015), and an independent officer of 
Parliament, the privacy commissioner of Canada, has repeatedly called for 
corporate transparency reporting to be compulsory (Office of the Privacy 
Commissioner of Canada, 2016). Though the government of Canada’s report-
ing format was criticized for not being developed collaboratively with stake-
holders external to government (Geist, 2015), it would, if adopted, lead 
companies to present more extensive information concerning the regularity at 
which government agencies make requests for telecommunications compa-
nies’ data. The federal government of Canada has not, however, indicated that 
it would expand its own statutory reporting requirements concerning how 
government agencies collect, use, or retain data compelled from telecommu-
nications companies.
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By releasing telecommunications transparency reports, companies have 
successfully influenced the behavior of users, insofar as the reports are taken 
up by stakeholders who then intermediate the results to the public more 
broadly. This indicates that information as released today is sufficiently use-
ful and comprehensible that it possesses some utility. Moreover, the behav-
iors of disclosers have also changed somewhat, insofar as additional 
categories of data have been included in some companies’ reports. Although 
there has been a change in government behavior, it differs from that sought 
by academic, NGO, and corporate stakeholders. These stakeholders wanted 
the government to release additional data concerning its agencies’ requests 
for personal information from telecommunications companies. Rather than 
commit to this degree of behavioral change, the government merely pre-
sented a voluntary reporting format that private companies could voluntarily 
adopt. When comparing these results against Fung and colleagues’ (2007) 
tripartite division of effectiveness, then, Canadian companies’ reports can be 
graded as being moderately effective: They changed the behavior of a sub-
stantial number of users and disclosers of information while leaving gaps in 
behavioral change and also produced an unintended effect, or consequence, 
on the part of government.

Standardization and Maturation of Transparency 
Projects

Canadian telecommunications companies have not issued their transparency 
reports in reaction to a crisis. As noted by Fung and colleagues (2007), fully 
maturated targeted transparency policies are often created as “serendipitous 
inventions that responded to perceived crises” (p. 28). Due to these crises, the 
resulting reporting is designed to address a delineated policy issue, require a 
specific group to disclose data, present a particular scope of information 
linked to the policy issue, possess an articulated way of structuring informa-
tion and delivering it to external parties, and involve some preestablished 
enforcement mechanism. Voluntary reporting systems that become imbued 
with a mandatory disclosure regime and associated with nongovernmental 
enforcement mechanisms, in contrast to crisis-based reporting, tend to be 
evolutionary and subject to societal evaluation (Suchman, 1995). Such evolu-
tion can follow from discourse concerning the framing and structuration of 
how information is shared between stakeholders internal and external to the 
firm (Haack, Schoeneborn, & Wickert, 2010, 2012). As a result, the initial 
standards set as part of any given transparency project may constitute the 
beginning, as opposed to the end, of the standardization process itself (Haack 
et al., 2012, citing Ansari, Fiss, & Zajac, 2010). Thus, the present status of 
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telecommunications transparency reporting is not necessarily representative 
of the end of a standardization process but instead potentially of an early 
stage in a longer process.

Standards development can involve parties actively engaging in dialogue 
with one another, during which they realize a socially shared reality that cap-
tures the emergent nature of the policy issue in question in tandem with the 
material and social needs of involved parties (Haack et al., 2012). In other 
words, as stakeholders come together and discuss their perceptions of the 
policy problem, possible solutions, and costs of action, they can produce “a 
gradual convergence of identities” (Haack et al., 2010, p. 12). By sharing in 
meaning-making, the stakeholders involved in the policy issue—which in the 
case of telecom transparency projects involves telecommunications compa-
nies, NGOs, and academics, as well as government—may come to a com-
monly understood position concerning the relative value of standardizing the 
information disclosed by firms as it pertains to advancing the policy issue at 
hand.

Such collaborative meaning-making does, in fact, take place through the 
publication of transparency-related reports and guidelines (Industry Canada, 
2015; Parsons, 2015a, 2016; Woolery, Budish, & Bankston, 2016) and regu-
lar meeting of stakeholders at public and private forums. Such publications 
and meetings help to establish reporting as a kind of “lived” issue, though the 
absence of consensus concerning how to standardize the reporting can leave 
community members with contested conceptions of what, specifically, trans-
parency is meant to solve and how it should do so. As a result, stakeholders 
may present sets of potential standards as a way to continue debate and leave 
open whether the shared meanings that are documented in reports and guide-
lines that attempt to integrate shared discourse by stakeholders can or will be 
adopted.

The standardization and voluntary adoption of transparency projects for 
other policy issues has often relied on NGOs or other actors being reputable 
and capable of inflicting reputational damage on organizations that are 
involved in nontransparent practices that affect social goods (Haack et al., 
2010, 2012). In the case of international finance, standards were adopted to 
equalize risks across firms as well as to facilitate business operations (Fung 
et al., 2007; Haack et al., 2010). In the case of telecommunications reports, 
however, government is largely resistant to its behavior being disclosed. In 
other circumstances, such as those related to financial or environmental 
issues, governments are often involved in the development and enforcement 
of transparency projects and policies. When it came to financial transparency 
projects, government interests have often been at least somewhat aligned 
with greater transparency concerning capital movements, but this is less the 
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case when it comes to transparency projects that are designed to disclose 
secretive government behaviors. However, government’s nonenforcement of 
corporate telecommunications transparency standards could shift in the event 
of a focusing event.

Transparency reports could eventually be standardized following further 
meaning-making and collaboration between stakeholders invested in the 
issue or following a crisis taking place that is equivalent in caliber to the 
Snowden revelations. Should a crisis that revitalizes the problem of telecom-
munications transparency arise, the standards that have been proposed by 
government, NGOs, and academics might come to represent a solution to the 
problem being revealed (Kingdon, 2003). This process of developing stan-
dards that lay idle for the appropriate policy problem coheres with how other 
policy instruments are developed only to lay unused for years or decades 
(Sharp, 1994; Woods & Peake, 1998). Hence, the shared meaning-making 
that takes place to develop the standards now being proposed might function-
ally represent a solution to a problem, where the problem that led to the trans-
parency reports in the first place has sufficiently retreated from the public 
agenda that there is currently no driving impetus to implement a reporting 
format that fully coheres with Fung and colleagues’ (2007) model. The matu-
ration of existing corporate transparency projects, then, may either take place 
following an evolutionary process of meaning-making or following the sud-
den shock of an unexpected focusing event or crisis.

There is a danger, however, that even if dialogue and meaning-making 
occur between stakeholders invested in a policy issue any standardization 
protocol may conceal as much as it reveals. Although standardization might 
establish a particularized flow of publicized information (Bushman et al., 
2004, p. 207) following extensive dialogue and negotiation with stakehold-
ers, the act of standardizing information can distort, extend, and distend what 
is presented (Johnson & Regan, 2014) if corporate or governmental stake-
holders take advantage of standardization processes and negotiations to 
effectively obfuscate information that is as much, or more, important than 
that which is being publicized. In the case of telecommunications transpar-
ency reports, when companies report on how often and for what reasons gov-
ernments request access to their data, they may not also discuss their 
involvement in coaching government agencies in how to legally compel such 
information in the first place (Morin, 2015; Seglins, 2016) or their proactive 
efforts which are designed to ensure that telecommunications services can be 
accessible to government agencies (Alcatel Lucent & Rogers Communications, 
2012; Rogers Communications, 2014). By developing transparency reports 
that are focused on the regularity of requests instead of the reasons such 
requests take place, the process of being transparent may end up being 
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suborned to an organization controlling its public image (Wayland et al., 
2012) or focus on providing only certain kinds of verifiable information that 
are expected to enhance the organization’s reputation. These possible limits 
on transparency reporting cohere with Chiu’s warning that standardizing 
reports can result in “generic and nondescript reporting” that “allows corpo-
rations to primarily use the CSR report in pursuit of the business case” as well 
as “prematurely provide glib and overly-confident perceptions of what CSR 
performance is” (Chiu, 2010, p. 375). In short, the standardization of trans-
parency reports that focus on the regularity and rationales of certain govern-
ment-firm behaviors and not others may alleviate one type of information 
asymmetry while not publicizing information about what is responsible for 
the problem that the transparency reporting is meant to alleviate in the first 
place.

Conclusion

This article has analyzed the relative effectiveness of some telecommunica-
tions companies’ transparency reports to understand the potentials and limita-
tions of transparency reports to promote changes in firm and government 
behavior. These reports were designed to promote awareness in lawful gov-
ernment surveillance activity and were only partially effective. In the case 
study, though the reports have evolved in reaction to stakeholder responses, 
thus indicating a double embedding of the reports, the government has 
declined to more expansively disclose its own activities. The article ulti-
mately suggested that standardization of voluntarily produced reports might 
follow from either the evolution of these reports in consultation with stake-
holders who are involved in shared meaning-making or following the advent 
of a crisis. However, any standardization effort may conceal how firms them-
selves facilitate government intrusions into private life, such as by coaching 
governments on how to compel information from firms in the first place or by 
proactively designing their services to ensure they are accessible to govern-
ment requests.

The case analysis focused on Canadian businesses based on their opportu-
nities to learn from American companies’ reports and abilities to develop, and 
release, their reports after potentially developing a common approach within 
their industry association and without the need to respond to a political crisis. 
Despite the opportunity to develop harmonized reporting protocols, no 
Canadian business has adopted the same reporting format as another industry 
competitor. As a result, future work could extend the same model of targeted 
transparency reporting to gauge the effectiveness of discordant reports in 
other jurisdictions to evaluate whether they are effective in changing firm 
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behavior, as well as the behavior of the countries that the firms operate in. 
Such work could be nation-specific, such as focusing on companies that 
exclusively operate in a single nation, or evaluate how transnational compa-
nies’ reports prompt behavioral changes in the firms, as well as whether and 
how they prompt multiple governments to change their own behaviors.

Future research might also focus on whether there are differences in how 
reports are developed following the initial release of reports to combat a cri-
sis or following consistent pressure to issue them. Do firms engage with 
external stakeholders to adjust or modify reports differently based on the 
driving motivation for the reports? And do stakeholders from civil society or 
government tend to engage principally with firms in a single jurisdiction or 
across borders? Exploring these questions would reveal the extent to which 
meaning-making within a given policy community is developed internation-
ally and perhaps give hints as to whether international collaboration in either 
crisis or noncrisis situations is more or less likely to lead to a standardization 
of reporting formats.

Government agencies will continue to turn to intermediaries in the 
course of their investigations. And intermediaries will be able to provide 
more and more data as daily life is increasingly digitized and linked with 
Internet-based communications. Until legislative assemblies begin to 
impose statutory reporting requirements that compel government agencies 
to report on how they use lawful powers to compel information from inter-
mediaries, the public will remain reliant on the private sector’s transpar-
ency reports to understand the contours of government surveillance 
activity. Scholarly analysis and critique of such reports, then, assumes a 
heightened importance: Not only do telecommunications companies’ 
reports provide ways of learning how firms’ CSR activities can become 
politicized by filling in a reporting and accountability gap previously filled 
by government, but also critique of existing reports has the potential of 
contributing to the meaning-making of such reports and thus influence the 
design and release of future reports.
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